DURABLE OFF-ROAD PERFORMANCE
Provides incomparable durability and traction for heavy-duty applications. Enhanced tread cleanout and lug stability combined to maximize performance.

PERFORMANCE
- TIRE LIFE
- PUNCTURE RESISTANCE
- TRACTION
# CAMSO TM R4

### HAULER STEPPED TREAD DESIGN
- Enhances tread cleanout for improved traction

### OPTIMIZED LUG-TO-VOID RATIO
- Enhances longevity and tread puncture resistance

### HEAVY-DUTY CARCASS
- Provides excellent stability and side impact resistance

### TAPERED TREAD LUGS
- Improves lug stability for even wearing

### IMPROVED MOUNTABILITY

**400/80-R4 TM R4**

**460/70-24 IND (17.5L-24)**

Increased tension on rim prior to inflation compared to competition designed to prevent air leakage during inflation process.

### AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR:

**camso.co**